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EIT Digital launches "Robot IoT Interface" activity
Brussels – April 11, 2017
EIT Digital is pleased to announce the launch of "Robot IoT Interface", a new activity being
developed with the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and
Poitiers-based startup Agileo Automation with the goal of enabling different kind of robots and
machines to connect to different cloud platforms.
"Robots and machines may produce data in a standard or non- standard format according to their
internal controller. The devised solution is a generic gateway that can receive the produced data,
translate it into an OPC-UA model and then make it available in an IIoT (Industrial Internet of
Things) platform located in the cloud," Agileo's Managing Director Marc Engel says.
To achieve this Agileo, with its strong experience on developing middleware applications to
control robotized production tools, will be able to benefit from the scientific expertise of the CEA
which can make knowledge and technological transfer and build commercial products that fit
their activities.
"The global problem that we want to address with Agileo is the interoperability within the factory
of the future by investigating the different infrastructures allowing machines to machines as well
as machines to clouds connection," CEA's Research Engineer Selma Azaiez explains.
Specifically, CEA will propose to Agileo to implement a gateway between the Isybot collaborative
robot (born in 2016 from a CEA spin-off) and an Industrial cloud in order to develop a predictive
maintenance service for the robot arm actuator.
The product will be ready for market launch by the end of 2017. Once the gateway has been
created, other SMEs will be able to benefit from this solution simply by accessing the Robotic
Innovation Facilities (RIF) areas of a network of European Innovation Centers that are going to be
created by EIT Digital in the meantime.
"They simply have to apply for the technology and the RIF staff will help them to adopt the
technology to their needs," Azaiez says.
Editor's note
The Robot IoT Interface is the first of several products and services that will be implemented by
EIT Digital as part of OEDIPUS (Operate European Digital Industry with Products and Services), a
new High Impact Initiative belonging to the Digital Industry Action Line and aimed at creating
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innovative solutions and business opportunities for European industrial players, corporations and
SMEs.
By the end of 2018, from the joint collaboration of 8 international partners (DFKI, CEA, Océ,
Cefriel, Engineering, CRF, Atos, Siemens) and a number of SMEs working together across a newly
established network of five European Innovation Center, 5 new products will be commercialized,
serving as "Lighthouse projects" to increase competitiveness and generate economic growth.
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